
Matrices and linear transformations: please fill in the blanks and glue these notes into your book

A linear transformation is one which transforms every line into a line, and so every triangle into a triangle, 
and leaves the origin where it is.

Linear transformations include rotations, reflections, and scalings (enlargements), which you learned about
in year 9, but not translations. They also include:

_______________________________ and _________________________________________

Linear transformations are also “linear” in the sense that the equations describing them in algebra are 
____________ (which means they have only x and y in them, no squares, cubes, etc.)

 ↦ is short for ____________________

Transformation (xy)   ↦  (ax+bycx+dy) is written as a table or matrix (a b
c d)

We translate between matrices (tables of numbers) and geometry (saying whether the transformation is a 

rotation or a reflection or a scaling or whatever) by seeing where the points (1
0) and (0

1) are 

mapped to, and remembering (0
0) always maps to (0

0)
We can read off where (1

0) and (0
1) are mapped to just by looking at (a b

c d)

 (1
0)                    ↦  (0

1)  ↦
The matrix for rotation by θ anticlockwise is

(cosθ −sinθ
sinθ cosθ )

Trick for finding θ if you have a matrix like (
−1
√2

1
√2

−1
√2

−1
√2

)  - Press Shift + on your calculator to get Pol. 

Key in 
−1

√2
(top number of first column), then a comma, which is Shift ), then 

−1

√2
again (bottom 

number of first column). Press =, and you will get an answer r=1, θ=225. The r=1 means that there is no 
scaling, and the θ=225 tells you that it is a rotation by 225 degrees anticlockwise.



Multiplying matrices

If M and N are linear transformations, MN means do N _____________ and __________ M.
NM means do M _____________ and ________________ N.

(Reflect in y axis).(Rotate 90 anticlockwise) is shown by
the ____________ Molly Alice picture

(Rotate 90 anticlockwise).(Reflect in y axis) is shown by
the ____________ Molly Alice picture

What is (a b
c d).(e f

g h) ? Find out by seeing where it maps (1
0) and (0

1) to.

(a b
c d).(e f

g h).(1
0) =

(a b
c d).(e f

g h).(0
1) =

so (a b
c d).(e f

g h) =

Or in other words (row 1.column1 row1 . column2
row 2 . column1 row 2 . column2)

Example:


